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Abstract 
There are many methods described in the literature for the modal analysis of turbine blades, using well-

established technologies. The aim of this paper is the introduction of a new method, based on continuous 

optical fiber sensors and on optical backscatter reflectometer (OBR) technique. Contrary to other methods, 

the sensor is not invasive and all the measuring points are aligned in sequence on the same wire (i.e. the 

same optical fiber) characterized by a limited length. In the literature, many optimal positioning methods 

for the sensors have been proposed, but none of them considers sensors arranged sequentially along the 

same wire, limiting to independent sensors, such as strain gauges or accelerometers. On the contrary, in 

this paper, an optimal method is proposed and illustrated in detail to arrange the optical fiber along the 

blade to perform the modal analysis. Finally, some numerical and experimental tests performed on a blade 

will be presented. 

1 Introduction 

Experimental modal analysis (EMA) is well-known and material tool for the identification of the dynamic 

characteristics of a structure [1],[2], including also blades employed in rotating machines [3]. In this case, 

the analysis is aimed at: 

• predicting the locations of possible energy introduction. This permits the determination of fluid-

structure interactions, which could be critical for the blade structure, and the design of devices for 

vibration damping [4]-[7]; 

• identifying the presence of possible cracks from the mode shapes and, with a suitable real-time 

system, controlling fatigue crack growth [8],[9]; 

• validating FE models, when complex geometries or inhomogeneous materials are used. 

To completely decouple EMA from the use of numerical models, a high number of sensors is required to 

properly fit the different mode shapes of the structure and to distinguish between them, avoiding the so-

called spillover effect [10]. 

One of the most promising solutions for this purpose is the use of optical fiber sensors [11]-[13], like the 

well-known fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors. Recently, other measurement techniques based on optical 

fiber sensors have been developed, allowing a continuous strain measurement along the fiber. This is the 

case, for example, of the optical backscatter reflectometer (OBR) technology, which is considered in this 

paper. 

A further advantage consists in the fact that the optical fiber sensor can be embedded into blades made of 

composite material, e.g. the optical fiber can be directly woven inside the carbon fiber matrix or can be 

installed between different layers composing the blade (see Figure 1). This technical solution allows the 

sensor to be always installed in the blade, so that it can perform continuously the condition monitoring of 
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this component. Given these remarkable advantages, the exploitation of the great potential of this type of 

sensor must be done by positioning the optical fiber correctly along the turbine blade. 

 

Figure 1. Optical fiber arrangement on layers. 

Indeed, differently from classical sensors, which can be placed independently from the others, in this case 

all the measurement points are placed on the same wire (the fiber itself) and this wire is characterized by a 

finite length. Moreover, due to the physical characteristics of the fiber, some constraints on how the fiber 

is placed, such as the maximum allowed fiber curvature, must be considered, especially for highly twisted 

blades. Moreover, blade strains are measured and a proper position is required to be able to properly 

reconstruct the displacement modal shapes from strain measurements. 

Many optimal placement methods for sensors have been proposed in the literature [14]-[18], but they are 

generally referred to independent sensors, like accelerometers, strain gauges, etc., while no methods can 

be found for this kind of continuous sensors, to the best knowledge of the authors. Aim of this paper is to 

propose an optimal method for continuous optical sensor placing on the structure for modal analysis. 

After a brief recall of the optical sensing technology considered here (section 2), the paper describes the 

optimal placement method, based on genetic algorithms (section 3). Finally, section 4 shows some 

significant numerical and experimental tests, which prove the good results obtained by using the proposed 

approach. 

2 Optical backscatter reflectometry sensors 

Fiber optic sensors are an excellent solution for embedding in composite materials, thanks to their reduced 

cross-section and the consequent negligible load effect on the structure. Moreover, they can be embedded 

inside the structure during the manufacturing process, thus avoiding any surface alteration that may com-

promise the correct working of the structure, for example when a specific surface shape is required for 

fluid-structure interaction (e.g. turbine blades), or a free surface is necessary for the interaction with other 

components (e.g. mechanisms or joints). 

Many different sensing technologies based on optical fibers are available, each one suitable for a range of 

applications depending on many parameters like the number of sensors, the fiber length or the frequency 

range. Among them, one interesting solution for vibration monitoring and modal analysis purposes is 

represented by OBR sensors [19],[20]. 

OBR fiber optics relies on the optical backscatter reflectometry physical principle: when an 

electromagnetic radiation, like a light beam or a laser, propagates in a medium, it collides and interacts 
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with the incident atoms causing secondary electromagnetic waves, called “scattered”, which are coherent 

and interact in a constructive way defining a weak, but detectable signal. If the medium is not 

homogeneous in terms of density (thus, in terms of refraction index), as a real fiber, the propagating wave 

gets scattered and then a back scattered wave is created. This phenomenon is called spontaneous Rayleigh 

scattering.  

By varying the frequency of the laser wave, a periodic signal is created at the light sensor, whose 

frequency depends on the location of the respective fiber segment that scatters the light back. The further 

the segment away from the light sensor, the greater the frequency of the interference signal. As the light 

sensor receives the backscattered signal from all the segments simultaneously, the total signal must be 

split into its frequency components using a Fourier transform technique. The frequencies then correspond 

to the signal location along the fiber. The amplitude of each frequency component indicates the strength of 

the respective reflection. 

When a commercially available optical fiber is scanned, a fluctuating intensity profile of the Rayleigh 

scattering along the fiber will be detected. This profile is stable when the measurement is repeated under 

unaltered external conditions (i.e. no loads are applied), so that it represents a characteristic “fingerprint” 

for a given fiber segment. This phenomenon is typical of Rayleigh scattering, being caused by the elastic 

scattering process and refractive index variations at local defects. If the temperature varies, or an external 

mechanical load is applied to the fiber, its fingerprint is spatially stretched or compressed. This 

phenomenon is at the basis of the Rayleigh sensor technology, since the changes to the local Rayleigh 

pattern can be converted into local temperature or strain values. 

3 Optimal sensor placement method 

3.1 From strain measurements to displacement estimation 

The procedure for optimal placement of continuous sensors should allow reconstructing the displacement 

modal shape of the structure starting from the available measurements 

Being the measurement output a strain measure, a strain-to-displacement procedure has to be implemented 

to obtain the structure displacements. In the literature, this is typically obtained by using the so-called 

DST-matrix method [21], which is based on a full a-priori knowledge of the modal shapes of the structure 

(displacement and strain modal shapes are linked by the numerical model itself). Anyway, for the purpose 

of this work, the modal shape estimation should rely on the model as less as possible. For this reason, the 

reconstruction of the displacement field of the structure must be obtained from the measurement of the 

strain in a number of points and in a given direction (i.e. the fiber direction in that points). 

Considering the strain theory for thin plates, the surface strain of the plate can be expressed as 
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where x, y and z represent the reference system (see Figure. 2), u, v and w are the displacements along x, y 

and z respectively, xx and yy are the axial strain along x and y, while xy represents the planar shear strain 

at 45°. All the other strain terms generally present in 3-D structures are equal to zero for thin plates. 
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Figure. 2. Reference system for the thin plate under analysis. 

Under a theoretical point of view, to obtain the displacement field (w), a few surface strain measurements 

with any direction are sufficient, since the displacement field can be obtained by double-integrating the 

strain field based on one of the two expressions in eq. (1). In practice, this leads to non-robust results, 

because “information” from one direction only is employed, without considering what happens along the 

other ones. 

For this reason, a different approach is adopted with the aim at considering strain information coming 

from different directions. Starting from 
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where i represents the axial strain along a general i-th direction in a certain structure point, the shear 

strain xy can be computed in the same structure point. Then, once the shear strain is known, the 

displacement w is computed by integrating twice the expression in eq. (1). To do that, the complete strain 

field along at least three directions must be known. By placing the optical fiber sensors along three 

directions, it is possible to interpolate them, obtaining the complete axial strain field along these directions 

and then to calculate xy by using eq. (2). An example of this procedure is shown in Figure. 3, while 

Figure. 4 shows an example comparing the displacement reconstruction obtained with this approach and 

using the axial strain measurements along the x-axis only. Both results are obtained considering 20 

“virtual” sensors placed randomly on the structure. 

 

Figure. 3. Computation of the shear strain field from axial strain measurements. 
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Figure. 4. Computation of the displacement field from axial strain along x (center) and from shear strain 

(right) compared with the correct displacement (left): lower order mode (on the top) and higher order 

mode (on the bottom) 

3.2 Optimal sensor placing algorithm 

The optimal placing algorithm proposed in this paper is based on genetic algorithms (GA) [19]. Unlike 

FBG optical sensors, for which some optimal sensor placement methods can be found in the literature 

[14], OBR optical-fiber contains a huge number of embedded gauges. GA has to place the fiber dealing 

with a physically constrained continuous device. The continuity of the fiber-sensor is a tricky constraint to 

be dealt with. No kind of suggestion has been found in the literature concerning how to manage this 

specific aspect. Therefore, some new procedures have been implemented according to this fact. 

It is necessary to develop a fiber-placement algorithm that works in the GA framework and tracks a 

potentially valid path for the fiber starting from a reduced number of encoded design variables (DVs). 

This approach permits producing valid sensor arrangements at each generation, depending on a fixed 

logic. As a matter of fact, too many constraints exist to allow the survival of whichever valid 

configuration, after a crossover if the whole fiber-path is encoded. For these reasons, the genetic coding 

and crossover procedure will not involve the whole fiber arrangement, but just a set of outstanding 

positions. These points, namely their position and orientation, represent the genes of each individual and 

build the chromosome, as represented in Figure. 5. The position is described by a number univocally 

representing a structure point, while orientation is described by another number representing the possible 

orientations allowed. In this example three possible orientations, identified by numbers 1, 2, and 3, are 

considered. 
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Figure. 5. Structure of the individual chromosome. 

To obtain the full fiber path, these points will be connected in deterministic manner, providing the 

complete configuration of the fiber. Then, the individual fitness is computed accounting for the 

information available by the complete configuration. If the configuration exceeds the maximum fiber 

length, it is excluded by setting the corresponding fitness function to zero. Being the connection strategy 

deterministically dependent on the relative position and orientation of the outstanding locations, the 

genetic heritability of fiber arrangement is guaranteed among generations. Figure. 6 resumes how the 

fitness function of the GA is calculated, as described above. 

 

Figure. 6. Procedure for the definition of the fitness function of the genetic algorithm. 

The fitness function, to be maximized by the GA, has been defined based on the scope of the algorithm 

and on the physical constraints the OBR sensor is subject to: 
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The fitness function is composed by: 

• a main contribution (MSEweighted), representing the mean square error between the estimated and 

real modal shape for all the considered modes. The weight is an user-defined coefficient that can 

be introduced to provide more importance to some modes; 

• a penalty function (detFIMfiber) able to drive the optimization procedure to those points containing 

more significant strain information if compared to the global strain information of the structure; 

• a penalty function, based on AutoMAC, to avoid fiber configurations for which two different 

modes cannot be distinguished one from the other; 

• a penalty function (bendsfiber) to penalize configurations containing more fiber curves along the 

path than the minimum required ones. 

While the first three elements of the fitness function depend on the target of the optimization procedure, 

the last one is strongly sensor-dependent and it is due to the fact that OBR sensors are characterized by a 

strong reduction of the measurement quality if the fiber is placed with many low-radius bends. The same 

optimization method can be used for any other kind of continuous sensor without losing generality, just 

removing this last penalty element. 
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4 Experimental tests 

The proposed method for the experimental modal analysis has been tested on two structures. The first one 

is a simple PVC thin plate, while the second one is a more realistic structure, consisting in a scaled model 

of a gas turbine. 

4.1 Test rig setup with a simple plate 

For the first test setup, a thin rectangular plate made by PVC has been equipped with a 2 m OBR optical 

fiber. The optimal fiber configuration has been obtained considering the following parameters: 

• available optical fiber length equal to 1.5 m (this value is due to the fact that the first part of the 

fiber length must remain free as suggested by the producer); 

• targeted modes from the 2nd to the 9th except to the 8th: the algorithm will optimize the fiber 

position to optimally identify these modes; 

• minimum fiber radius equal to 10 mm (limit imposed by the loss of light and consequent reduction 

of signal quality induced by small-radius curves); 

• three possible sensor directions (0°, 45° and 90° with respect to the x-axis). 

• 100 individuals for the genetic algorithm; 

• mutation probability of 0.4. 

Figure. 7 shows the result obtained for the algorithm in this case. The segments of the fiber along the three 

allowed directions, representing the portions of the optical fiber that is used for the mode estimation, are 

represented with dots having different colors, namely blue for 0°, black for 45° and yellow for 90° with 

respect to the x-axis. The thin red lines represent the parts of the fiber used to connect the active measuring 

portions. 

 

Figure. 7. Fiber configuration provided by the optimization algorithm. 

 

Figure. 8. Application of the optical fiber on the structure following the path identified by the optimal 

placing method. 
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As shown in Figure. 8, the fiber has been glued to the plate surface using an epoxy glue following the 

profile provided by the optimal placing method. The structure has then been tested on an 

electromechanical shaker, forcing both torsional and bending modes (Figure. 9). 

 

 

Figure. 9. Plate clamped at his basement and mounted on the shaker to excite the torsional modes (on the 

left) and the bending modes (on the right). 

4.2 Numerical and experimental mode estimation results 

Both numerical and experimental tests have been carried out on the setup shown in the previous section. 

The numerical tests have been done simulating the optical fiber and forcing the FEM numerical model of 

the structure through an imposed movement of the clamp constraint. The experimental tests have been 

done replicating the same behavior through the shaker excitation, as shown in the previous section. 

Numerical and experimental results are expected to be similar, since the structure is very simple and thus 

easy to model precisely. Anyway, some differences can be found in the measurement system, since the 

numerical tests are performed assuming ideal sensor output, while the experimental measurements are 

affected by poor signal quality and quantization. As a consequence, the experimental output of the modal 

analysis could be significantly worse than the numerical one. 

In order to reduce this negative effect, the experimental modal analysis have been performed by averaging 

the output obtained by multiple vibration cycles. Thus, the modal analysis of the structure cannot be 

performed punctually (i.e. a point-by-point estimation cannot be performed unless a high estimation error 

is accepted), but it must be performed on an acquisition window. Anyway, it must be underlined that the 

general validity of the proposed procedure is not nullified by this issue, being it a characteristic of the 

particular fiber type used in this test setup. 

In the following, some results obtained on some significant modes are reported. All the figures are 

organized as follows: the left figure represents the ideal modal shape (from FEM model), the central figure 

shows the result obtained by the numerical estimation, while the right one shows the results of the 

experimental modal analysis. In particular, figure Figure. 10 and Figure. 11 show the estimation result for 

5th mode (second torsional one) and 6th mode (fourth bending one). It can be observed that in both cases 

the modal shape reconstruction provided by both numerical and experimental data are able to reproduce 

the real characteristics of the mode. 

Different considerations can be drawn when analyzing the reconstruction of 8th mode (see Figure. 12), 

which was intentionally not included in the optimization procedure. 

In this case the mode shape reconstruction is not satisfactory, neither in the case it is computed from 

simulated strains, neither in the case of experimental measurements. Anyway, for the algorithm validation, 

this is a very good result, confirming the effectiveness of the fiber-placement. Indeed, since 8th mode was 

not included as target mode in the optimization process, its correct reconstruction is not considered by the 

algorithm itself, and thus it cannot be guaranteed. 
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Figure. 10. Estimation results for the 5th mode: real mode from FEM (left), mode reconstructed from 

numerical data (center) and experimental data (right). 

 

Figure. 11. Estimation results for the 6th mode: real mode from FEM (left), mode reconstructed from 

numerical data (center) and experimental data (right). 

 

Figure. 12. Estimation results for the 6th mode: real mode from FEM (left), mode reconstructed from 

numerical data (center) and experimental data (right). 

4.3 Tests on a composite blade 

Once the good results obtained by the placing algorithm and by the measurement technique has been 

verified by means of the simple thin plate, a second test set-up has been considered. This setup is more 
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representative on a real condition, since modal analysis on turbine blades is a very important research 

topic. 

Due to the simplicity of construction and to some frequency limitation of the used optical fiber 

measurement system (limitations which can be overcome with the new designed OBR interrogators), the 

blade used for the tests was made of ABS by additive manufacturing. The blade geometry was reproduced 

by means of the 3D reconstruction of a standard steam turbine blade (Figure. 13), but due to the different 

material the natural frequencies are scaled down, while the modal shapes remain the same. 

 

Figure. 13. From the 3D model of the real blade to the ABS model 

In this setup, the accentuated 3D geometry due to the blade twist involves two remarkable differences with 

respect to the thin plate case described in section 0 and 4.2: 

• The strain theory for 3D solids requires a modification of the procedure shown in section 2, which 

is based on the idea of flat 2D structures; 

• The second difference is relative to the precise 3D reference for the positioning of the optical fiber 

on the blade. This fact has required the development of a suitable blade mapping algorithm.  

Also in this case, the optical fiber sensor has been glued to the blade surface, optimizing its arrangement 

according to the algorithm introduced in section 3.2. The blade has then been mounted on the shaker 

through a properly designed support simulating the real connection between the blade and the rotor. Only 

one mounting condition has been considered since due to the blade twist bending and torsional modes are 

coupled and can be excited simultaneously. The results are shown in Figure. 14 and Figure. 15 for the first 

two blade modes and for the displacements along the three reference axes (x,y,z from left to right) and are 

compared with those obtained with the FEM model of the blade. The results show a good estimation of the 

modal shapes and, at the same time, a good fitting between numerical results (obtained assuming ideal 

sensors) and experimental results obtained using the OBR sensors. 
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Figure. 14. 3D-blade 1st mode-shape at 15 Hz: numerical (top figures) and experimental (bottom figures). 

 

Figure. 15. 3D-blade 2st mode-shape at 58.8 Hz: numerical (top figures) and experimental (bottom 

figures). 

5 Conclusions 

A new method for optimally placing continuous sensors such as optical fiber ones for modal analysis 

purpose is proposed in this paper. This method finds the best fiber configuration to identify a number of 

structure modes under some constraints through a genetic algorithm. 

The paper describes this method and proposes some numerical and experimental tests to validate it. The 

tests are firstly performed on a simple 2D thin plate and then on a scaled model of a steam turbine blade. 

In both cases the optical fiber sensor placed following the output of the optimization algorithm is able to 

correctly reconstruct the desired modes both in the numerical analysis and in the experimental validation. 

Thanks to the advantages of optical fiber sensors, this approach can be used in several of applications, 

such as vibration monitoring of composite structures, where the optical fiber can be embedded in the 

structure during the lamination process. 
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